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Abstract 
In this paper ive explain trow camera pnrls and zooms in 
digital video can be used to create o panoramic view of a 
video clip reordering ttre frames. As the view will normally 
be too /arge to be displa?ed on a single screen we propose 
rhe use of a grid where rlre User can move a "virtual cam- 
era" in dlfferee directions wtrich are defined by camera 
pans as well as by camerri zooms. To achieve this goal we 
expluin in detail rlre archirecture of our virtual cumera. 

Keywordzi: Video content processing. 

1. Introduction 

In this paper we describe a system to create a panoramic 
view of a scene of a video by analyzing the camera panning 
as well as zoom operations in that part of ihe video. The 
principle i'dea is as follows: if astationary camera pans from 
left to riglit, then up and finally from the right to the left 
again a User would be able to move a "virtuai" camera up- 
wards directly by omitting the video franies which passed 
during the panning operation. This idea can be used to srruc- 
ture the ccintent of surveillance videos. When looking for a 
burglar or some other event in a room being observed and 
recorded by acamera the police normally have to play a vid- 
eo  taue un,iil the interestino event occurs. This imolies fur- 
[her actioiis to be performed, for example controlling the 
VCR by h.and, rewinding and fast forwarding ihe videountil 
the event is located. Using our sysiem we compute a grid 
representing possible movements of ihe camera by which 
the temporal order of the video frames is changed. If aroom 
has been recorded in detail arbitrary movements of the vir- 
tual camera become possible. An extension of our system 
recognize:r zoom operations and uses these toconstruci a sei 
of layered 2D-grids each of them offering a different reso- 
luiion of the v~deo together with the control operaiion of the 

virtual camera 141. This allows for zoom operations com- 
pletely independent from the original order of the images of 
a video. 

The paper is sttuctured as follows: Following areview of  
related work in section 2. Section 3 presents our approach 
to structure surveillance video. In seciion 4 we present ex- 
perimental results we obtained using our system. Section 5 
concludes the paper and gives an outlook. 

2. Related Work 

Work to create a panoramic view consisting oimultiple 
video frames has been described by 181. Mann uses single 
frames of a camera panning to compose a panoramic view 
of a video clip. The difference with regard to this paper is 
that Mann composes an image of greater size containing the 
visual representation of the caniera panning while we show 
each frame of the sequence at a time and allow to control the 
direction of the camera movement reordering the video 
frame sequence. 

Hypervideo approaches have been described by 1121. 
The approach differs from our approach as it is our goal to 
visualize the scene structure and hence io derive a control 
grid. In [12] the structure is used to create a hypervideo in 
space and time. 

3. Controlling the Virtual Camera 

Until now a User playing a video clip uses single tiames 
togeiher with the information of their temporal order. He 
can thus apply operations like play, fast forward or rewind 
at different speeds. These possibiliiies have been extended 
by algorithms to structure a video. An example therefore is 
the automatic detection of cuts in a video allowing a User to 
omit a scene and jump forward nr hackward to the next or 
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to the last scene. However, the User still has to watch the 
video in the temporal order in which it was recorded. 

Algorithms to calculate camera panning and rooming 
occurring in a video scene have been described in literature 
[6 ,  Y. 10. 131. We use nur own approach to detect roonis (3. 
41. A scene is in this context defined as a sequence of single 
frames which does not contain any cuts or transition effects 
(wipes, fades or dissolves). Utiliring the calculated camera 
panning it is possible to create a tool with which a User can 
specify the direction of a camera pan from each frame of the 
sequence where images to the left and right as well as above 
and below are available. This can be achieved by analyring 
the camera panning and by reordering the video sequence to 
create a movement grid for the user. If a camera first pans 
to the right, then up and finally to the left a grid can be cal- 
culated enabling the User to move the camera up directly. 
An example is shown in Figuw I 
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Figure 1.2D camera movement grid. 

A problem which results from the various combination 
possibilities of the images is caused by object motion. If a 
User omits too many frames in time when choosing a direc- 
tion which is only possible due to calculations and not due 
to ihe real sequence of the video in time objects occurring 
in an iniage i can disappear in an image ( i+ j )  and new ones 
can appear in an image ( i+ j )  distracting the user. Although 
this happens in surveillance video quiie rarely it should 
therefore be guaranteed that a movement in the camera grid 
is only allowed if no significant difference between two im- 
ages in the camera grid can be found. A difference can very 
easily be computed for instance counting the number of pix- 
els which changed from frame i io frame ( i+ j )  in only that 
part of the images which can be found in both images (elim- 
ination of panning). 

Once a two-dimensional grid representing the camera 
panning has been compuied i t  can be extended to a three-di- 
mensional grid by integraiing Zooms. 3D does in this con- 
text not refer to depth information bui indicates that a set of 
2D-grids is used between which the User can switch. In an 
ideal situation a room could be transformed into such a 3D- 
grid if and onIy if the room has been recorded by a camera 

in different zoom resolutions everywhere. Figure Z shows 
an example of a 3D-grid. 

Y%\ be accessed 

Figure 2.3D camera movement and Zoom grid. 

The following applications can be created using this ap- 
proach: 

Video surveillance Systems. Rooms can be observed off- 
line in an arbitrary direction if the respective images exist in 
the video material. 

Film producers can record a scene in different spatial de- 
tail and decide in the post production which level oldetail 
to integrate into the final version of a film. 

In the following we report on the experiences we ob- 
iained when developing the system. 

3.1. Creation of a 2D-Grid 

The calculaiion of camera panning can be used to derive 
a two-dimensional camera movement grid i lno rnnni oper- 
ations are present in the video sequence being cxamined. It 
is obvious that errors during the calculation accumulaie 
quickly in such a grid. The selection of a robust and precise 
algorithm must therefore be done very carefully. We chose 
the algorithm based on the Hausdorff distance to compute 
the camera panning as it fulfills the requirements of such a 
system at its best 191. It should be noted that a coniputation 
of the Hausdorff distance in  real-time is in  most cases im- 
possible. In Ihr case of surveillance video this does not mat- 
ter as the video ean be precomputed. The result of the 
computation of the Hausdorff distance beiween [wo images 
(I„ Ii+i) is a vector ( 1 4 .  12) which corresponds to the camera 
panning between those [wo images. 

Using the formula 

the angle A of the movement can be calculated, using the 
formula 

the length L of the movement can be calculated 



Having calculated the angle A and the length L of the 
niovement a contiol System using 8 different movement di- 
rections can be created. 8 directions are necessary to allow 
the User to move the camera horizontally, vertically and also 
diagonally. The control interface is shown in Figure 3. a 
grid in Figiire 4. Note that the control interface does not per- 
mit to mobe the camera to the left and to the lower right in 
ihis exaniple. 

This is due to the fact that our recording did notcover the 
whole outcloor scenery and that certain movements are not 
allowed (see below). 

Figure 3.20 control interface. 

As the camera is allowed io pan in an arbitrary direction 
afirst stepof thecalculation is to represent the vector chnins 
in a continoous plane. To be able to display n grid the con- 
tinuous plane is then quantized following the rule that a po- 
sition of the continuous plane is assigned to ihat of 8 
neighbors of the discrete ?D-grid to which the distance is 
minimal. As it is possible that multiple franies exist in the 
neighborhood of adiscrete point of the gnd the one nearest 
to the grid has to bc chosen. The grid represented in 
Figure 4 has been calculated using a short video clip which 
has heen rescorded ai our institute using a camcra and a tri- 
pod. The panning which took place is clearly visible. In ad- 
dition Figure 4 shows two different resolutions of the grid. 
A User who is interested in a fast pan of the virtual camera 
can choose a different resolution of the grid which has been 
calculated iising a different quantization coarseness of the 
continuous vector plane. This functionality is hence compa- 
rable to some kind of fnst forward in an old-fashioned vid- 
eo. The Center of both grids which is also indicated by two 
crossing thick lines represents the actual frame the User is 
watching. 

(a) Image of video sequence 

(b) Fine resolution grid 

(C) Coaffie resolution grid 

Figure 4. Outdoor scene and corresponding grids. 

3.2. Creation of a 3D-Grid 

As olready explained above the grid structure can be ex- 
tended to alayered structure using a Set of different grids ro 
represent differenl zooni resolutions of a video sequence. If 
such a sequence contnins for example a zoom-in followed 
by panning operations and a zoom-out of inverse zoom fac- 
tor two grids can he used where the begin and the end of the 
respective zoom operation can be used to switch between 
two giids with different resolution of the video. 



Zoom factors can be calculatcd as described in [3, 41. A 
grid with another resolution can then bc calculated using the 
Zoom to attach the second prid 10 the f~rst. As Zoom factors 
don't have to he whole-numbers the same quaniization as in  
the case of the creation of the two-dimensional grid has ta 
he applied, this time using a third dimension (resolution di- 
mension). Quantization results are provided in section 4.. 

3.3. Definition of movement within a Grid 

Having computed the different grids a three-dimensional 
structure representing the video frames and the possible 
movement is available. The numher of horizontal or vertical 
elements of each of the two-dimensional grids equals at 
most the number of frames a video sequence contains. This 
can only happen if the sequence consists of only one hori- 
zontal or vertical camera pan during tlie whole sequence. If 
the applicalion of the system is not constrained to surveil- 
lance video it must be defined if the movement from apoint 
P,& with coordinates i and j of a certain grid resolution k to 
one of the neighboring points can be permitted as the elim- 
ination of the temporal order of the frames of the sequence 
can lead to objects which appear or disappear all of a sudden 
from one frame to the next thus confusing the User. In the 
case of surveillance video this normally does only happen if 
an evcnt occurs the User is interested in anyway. In this ein- 
tcxt the tcrm alluwed is equivalent to a certain similarity of 
two frames which must be significant. The following prob- 
lems can arise prohihiting a movement from a frame A to a 
neighboring frame B: 

the brightness of the images changed significantly during 
a Zoom or a pan operation. 
although close together in the grid the images are differ- 
ent due to object movement. 
Vuious approaches to analyze the similarity of images 

have been described in literature. We analyzed difference 
images as well as the Hausdorff distance measure. Differ- 
ence images can be calculated quickly either by subtracting 
the images or hy comparing their histograms. Both ap- 
proaches require the compensation of camera panning bc- 
fore comparing the images. The use of histograms is not 
very advantageous as object movement is eliminated when 
working with a single histogram for an image. A second dis- 
advantage of difference techniques is their strong reaction 
to changes of brightness. Even if two images contain the 
same content they will appear very different if the bright- 
ness changed. The Hausdorff distance measure is much 
morerobust hut needs considerahly more computation time. 
Experiments showed that ihe computation of the Hausdorff 
measuir is app. 50 times slower than that of difference im- 
ages. As it becomes quite complex to precompute the iniage 
similarities particularly as different quantization factors 
shall be allowed we used pixel difference images 10 analyze 

the image similarity. If the similarity of a point Pjjk with co- 
ordinates i and j of a certain grid resolution k to one of thc 
neighboring poinls is signilicantly high a movement bc- 
tween those two images is allowed. Experiments showed 
that a similarity ahove 90 perccnt is a good value to obtain 
satisfactory results. This effect can also he observed in 
Figure 3. While a movement to the left is not allowed be- 
cause of missing video material in that direction the movc- 
ment to the lower right is prohihited hecause of a low image 
similarity. We compared both images manually and found 
that a tram showed up in the frame to the lower right (object 
movement) which lowerell the image similarity. The con- 
trol interface in Figure 3 hence has different colors for 
movement which is allowed and for directions which are 
prohibited. 

We also use the similarity measure to calculate different 
resolutions of a single prid. If the comparison is no longer 
hased on neighhors (radius 1) hut instead based on images 
which are in a distance of two imagcs in the grid (radius 2) 
thc resolution of the grid hecomcs coarser enahling the User 
to parse the video faster. In Figure 4 an original image and 
two grids of different resolution representing the same vid- 
eo sequence are shown. 

4. Experiments 

We implemented our system using a comhination of Tcll 
Tk and C++ where TcliTk was used to develop the interfac- 
es and the grid rcpresentation and C++ was used iocalculate 
the pans and Zooms as well as the image differentes. Exper- 
iments showed that an image similarity of at least 90 per- 
Cent as weil as a Hausdorff similarity of at least 40 percent 
hetween two Images neighhored in the grid are sufficieni to 
allow thc movement of the virtual camera without artifacts 
in the movement of the virtual camera. 

The sequences which were used in our experiments 
could he transformed into a Set of grids without prohlems. 
A disadvantage we did not expect was that we recorded the 
outdoor scenes without great care. The resulting grid con- 
tained regions where the User could arhitrarily move tlie vir- 
tual camera hut also motion trails where no neighboring 
images were available. As a logical consequence the motion 
trails without neighbors correspond directly to the temporal 
order of the video sequence. Nonnally rooms heing ob- 
served by a surveillance system are rather small. A record- 
ing where many overlapping areas occur is therefore to be 
expected. Considering the motion trails without neighbors 
in the grid, the structure ofthe video could he visualized of- 
fering the possibility to play exactly those parts of the video 
which contained portions of the outdoor sequcnce which are 
of particular interest. 



5. Conclusions and Outlook References 

In this paper we propose a new method for reordering the 
images of a video sequence in ordcr to create a Panorama 
view of thiit sequence. The temporal order of the respective 
images is ihus iransfonned into a "spatial order". The User 
is hence enabled ro move a virtual camera within asequence 
to an ai-bitsary direction if recorded hy the camera nnd if no 
significant object movement prohihits a move between [wo 
adjacent Points of the spatial grid. A condition for thai work 
is the use of a srationary camcra and the constraint that  ob^ 
ject movernent does not play an importani role in the con- 
tent of the video sequence. 

In order to create a set of grids representing different res- 
oluiions W,: described how camera panning and the recog- 
nition of zooms have tobe used to create the virtual camera 
system. A:; no algorithms are known yet to recognize a 
zoom precisely we propose a new method to recognize 
zooms and to calculate aprecise scaling factor bctween suc- 
cessive fraines of a video sequence. 

An interesting issue is how to handle multiple frames 
available a1.a specific grid posiiion. This happens very often 
as the camera passes the same position over and over again. 
If nothing ichanged the image nenrest to the respective grid 
position h,as to be displayed thus avoiding redundant 
frames. Redundancy can be measured efficiently compar- 
ing the siniilnrity of frames being available for the same 
grid positian. Also the case of images of different content at 
the samt girid position has to be considered indicaiing that 
an event happened the User might be interested in. We cur- 
rently exaniine if a panel can be used which can be popped 
up containing the different images for the same grid posi- 
tion. 

The sysiem we described in this paper only uses a sta- 
tionary catiiera. We currently extend the system to use mul- 
tiple cameras io enable the User to change the cnmera 
position. Iinagine a video sequence where the User can 
choose a specific position where to be located within a 
scene. We thus examine how the images of different camer- 
as have to be combined and how different resolutions avail- 
able can be used to Zoom not only to an arbitrary resolution 
but also to i:hange the direction of sight thus watching what 
happens dui-ing the temporal order of a video. 
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